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Details of Visit:

Author: liketoplay
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 4 Sep 2012 11.15am
Duration of Visit: 45mins
Amount Paid: 85
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Ladybirds
Website: http://www.ladybirds-massage.com
Phone: 01162544295

The Premises:

Ladybirds as got to be one of the cleanist and safest places to visit.

The Lady:

Claudia is what you would call Hi Candy absolutely stunning, with long dark hair, slim, long legs,
and does not look anywhere near the age the website suggests, much younger.  

The Story:

This is only my second report I have ever written, but feel I need to shout about this lady (long
overdue), I can't beleive no one as never put a report on Punternet for Claudia. She must be
Leicester's best kept secret. This is not the first time I've seen Claudia but all I can say is it just
keeps gets better each time.
For some time now my preference's have changed over the years from blondes to brunettes with
long hair, I don't know what it is perhaps its just i'm getting old. but they definately rock my boat.
I went for the VIP room which is darkely lit with a nice double bed. Clauia gave me a light back
massage to start with and by the time she asked me to turn over I was rock hard (I took a viagra
earlier). This lady then went on to give me the best GFE ever. Kissing, then on to OW and she
knows exactly when to stop as you feel like your about to explode. This is just an experience out of
this world that all should get the chance to feel. then back to more hugging and kissing. Then very
softely she asked me how I would like to enter her, Well this just had to be in the mish position and
let me tell you i'm not the biggest cock in town, far from it but on her easing me in whow is she tight.
This lasted for all of a few minutes and when I exploded words could not cum to my lips, what me
speechless. I just kept pushing harder and feeling more cum entering the condom. When I finally
pulled out, her sweet pussy was very wet which made me check the cover was still on. Claudia then
wiped me down and I was still shaking. When I left my cock was sticking out (like it is now writing
this report) which did not help by me wearing shorts, hope no locals were watching. This girl is
straight out of the top draw and I will be back for more therapy as and when funds allow.  
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